Two day National Workshop Cum Championship on “Cloud Computing”
Sponsored by IFC3, India and IIT Bhubaneswar

Department of CSE/IT/MCA organized National Workshop Cum Championship on **Cloud Computing on 25th, 26th Sept, 2015**. More than hundred research scholars and students participated in this workshop. Mr. Varun, an expert from IFC3 informed the participants about the different future challenges in the Cloud Computing technology. He gave hands on demonstration regarding how to make a Cloud, how to implement Cloud services and Models, VPN, and its installation on virtual box & VM Ware workstation. The aim of this workshop was to make participants aware about latest Cloud computing Concepts. At the end of workshop a Zonal championship was conducted whose winners were Raghu Kanojia (M-TECH), Damanpreet Kaur (MCA), Dimple (CSE), Rajwant Kaur (CSE) and Surbhi (CSE). These winners of cloud computing championship will participate in finale Round which is going to be held at IIT BHUBNESHWAR shortly.